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The amount of student leadership

















•£xampte based on 3 contamets,
Vtosk® and 1 rriini-fridg#for stwnwef
NOW SUMMER AND STUDY ABROAD STORAGE IS EASY AND
AFFORDABLE WITH STORRAGE, THE PERSONAL STORAGE
SOLUTION WITH "ON DEMAND" PICKUP AND DELIVERY.
AND IT TAKES ONLY MINUTES WITH OUR FREE
MOBILE APP AND 100% REUSABLE CONTAINERS.
STORAGE m
We Deliver Q You Fill & Scan -* Q We Pick-up ft Store
Storrage picks up the items you need to store for the summer or during
study abroad and safely stores them. Personal and household items like
clothing, bedding, books, files, decorations, small appliances, bikes, skis and
snowboards. We'll also take mini-fridges and microwaves. Then when you






I'm thrilled to have an easystorage solution that isn't really expensive.
Having more space makes me wanttobe more organizedall over the
house. It's a great feeling to have room foreverythingnow that things
aren't so crowded. - Melissa K. via Yelp!
Storrage isa great on demand sort ofselfstorage app thatuses
standardizedplastic binsthatyoucan use the app toschedule deliveryof
and then laterpickup. The app letsyou takepictures of thecontents, add
notes and classify them in togroupsyou create. - Taylor O. via Yelp1
/ am thrilled with this company! We downloaded theapp and within a day
we had clean blue bins. The driveriskind, helpfuland veryknowledgeable.
Nomore guessingand wondering what is in storage and where it is. This is
a greatway to store off season items. - Sandee F. via Yesp;
0&0 GET STARTED STOftAGE
FOR ONLY $1!
1 WIIMV3C
YOUR SPACE IS FOR LIVING
Scan QR code for free app or go to storrage.com
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STAR STUDENTS WIN BIG AT RED NIGHT OUT
Colleen Fontana
News Editor
As usual, the chocolate fountain was
a hit. Not only did the presenters
keep referring to the fountain, but
the line to fill a plate with dipped
pineapple and brownie bites was
consistently long.
But the fountain is just one part of
the Student Recognition Awards—
renamed this year to Red Night
Out. The evening recognized Seattle
University students with exemplary
commitments to universityvalues.
Ultimately, lives consistent with the
Jesuit mission rely on a loyalty to
gratitude, said university president Fr.
Stephen Sundborg S.J., who spoke at
the event.
“You see more, you love more,
you’re more appreciative,” he said.
“Live grateful lives.”
This theme of gratitude and
NEWS
appreciation was visible through the
awards’ winners. Additionally, though,
students spoke about the importance
of challenging, questioning and
growing.
{Yousee more, you lovemore, you’re more ap-preciative. wFr. Stephen Sundborg, S.J.
University President
Shandra Benito, one of the winners
oftheHunthausenAward, talkedabout
developingaffirmation combined with
criticism. It is important to struggle,
she said; it is important to demand
change and improvement.
“[The] greatest gift we can offer this
institution is to ask it to grow with us.”
Benito said. The event asked students
to reflect on moments of such growth.
With a photo booth and opportunity
to network and mingle, those at the
ceremony took time to reconnect.
Guests were also invited towrite down
what inspired them in their time at
Seattle U. The answers ranged from
specific names of people, to the city
of Seattle, to classes and experiences.
Overall, the annual event took time
to remember students and invited
students to remember their time
at Seattle U.
Colleen may be reached at
cfontana@su-spectator.com
AWARD RECIPIENTS
Mission Award for Care:
Nathan Worden
Mission Award for Academic
Excellence: Izzy Gordon
Mission Award for Diversity:
Feeza Mohammad
Mission Award for Faith:
Evan Britton







Eric Chalmers, Chris Clem, Joyce
Keeley, Beth Williams, Jaime Yslas
Spirit of Seattle University Awards:
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SEATTLE STRUGGLES AS FASTEST GROWING CITY
Lena Beck
StaffWriter
Seattle has won the Super Bowl,
embraced marijuana as a cultural
norm, and is a coffee hotspot; it’s no
surprise that people want to live here.
However, in recent years, the Emerald
City has experienced the largest
population boom of any major U.S.
city, leaving Seattle to handle its rising
population in the best way it can.
The residential influx is already
proving beneficial to the city, as well
as problematic. The increase raises
questions regarding the city’s public
transportation and preservation of
historic Seattle buildings. Perhaps
more immediately pressing is the
increase in the number of children
attending public school. Public
schools in Seattle are finding they have
too many students per school, and not
much room to expand.
According to King 5 News, the
boom can likelybe partially attributed
to the fact that Seattle is now a magnet
for Internet jobs. Executive Director
of the Museum of History and
Industry Leonard Garfield told King 5
that the movement could probably be
called Seattle 3.0.
“This is our third golden age of
growth, we saw this during the Gold
Rush of the 1890’s, we saw it in the
years after World War II, and [we’re]
seeing it again, largely due to the
internet economy,” he said.
Thousands of people have been
attracted to Seattle for jobs at Amazon,
and other companies of a similar
strand also find the area attractive
because cost of living is relatively







Still, building among buildings
means that a couple things are
threatened—historic establishments
and prized scenic marine views.
Companies are trying to preserve the
older bottom floors of Seattle’s older
buildings and build new space on top
of it. This is a difficult architectural
feat to accomplish, but provides a
compromise for maximizing the space
and preserving the older structures.
“I thinkthe labor community should
Seattle grew 2.8% last year
(biggest increase ofany other city)
* The Seattle Times
be proud of what they did here 100
years ago, just like the development
community is proud we are preserving
and building here,” said Roger Valdez,
Director of Smart Growth Seattle to
King 5 News.
Historic buildings are technically
protected by the city of Seattle as
historic landmarks, but if the people
who want to develop them also clean
the site, the exchange will be made,
helping to add space for Seattle’s
increasing population.
According to the U.S. Census
Bureau, Seattle’s population increased
by 2.8 percent this past year. From
2000 until 2013, it has increased
by 15.8 percent, 7.2 percent of that
change happening since 2010.
This drastic increase is spelling out
trouble for Seattle Public Schools,
and forcing them to get as creative
as possible when figuring out how
to make enough room for all of their
students. Enrollment for the 2014-
2015 school year is up by 1,300,
meaning some students and even
entire grades are being relocated in
order to make the population balance
out within the district. In addition to







Schools is also approaching the
problem by using as many rooms as
possible, adding more portables, and
repurposing other buildings.
Seattle Public Schools is currently
focusing on redistricting middle
and elementary schools, waiting
to consider high schools later. This
redrawing of borders affects schools
close to Seattle University such as
Lowell Elementary.
“School boundaries need to be
adjusted to accommodate enrollment
growth and new school construction
that will occur over the next few years.
Work on new Growth Boundaries
began last spring,” said the website
for Seattle Public Schools. “At the
November 20 School Board meeting,
the Board approved various boundary
changes (Growth Boundaries) for
2014-15 as the first step in addressing
overcrowdedschools.”
The increase in Seattle population
might be manageable in terms of the
city’s layout, but it will mean difficulty
for the Seattle Public School system in
the years to come.
Lena may be reached at
lbeck@su-spectator.com
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BED SHORTAGE PUSHES STUDENTS OFF CAMPUS
Harrison Bucher
Staff Writer
As summer approaches, the house
hunt continues to heat up. Students
have long had to look hard for
affordable housing, but with Seattle’s
steady population growth, that search
might get more difficult.
For now, students have several
options for on-campus housing;
however, most are reserved for
first and second-year students who
are required to live on campus
unless they commute from home.
Therefore, most upperclassmen
look for housing in the surrounding
Seattle U neighborhoods.
“I think Seattle U has nice housing in
the sense that it is clean and attractive,”
said sophomore Maria Dalzell. “But
the fact that it is more expensive than
having a house bothers me a little bit,
even for a dorm.”
Cost is a huge factor for students that
look for off-campus housing. Seattle U
housing can be expensive and living
in a house with several roommates
NICOLE SCHLAEPPI • THE SPECTATOR
Many Seattle University students rent out aPodments on 10th Ave and Jefferson Street among other microhousing in the
area.
6 NEWS
can easily drive costs down. However,
prices for housing around Capitol Hill
have increasedover the past few years.
“They are competing with our on-
campus housing,” said junior Madison
Silver. “They know it is expensive so
they can raise their prices. Even if it’s
expensive but still cheaper than on
campus, students will go for it.”
Although on-campus housing
can be more expensive, it does
have its benefits, with location,
utilities and safety among them.
Some upperclassmen even prefer
to live on campus .and there are
several options for them as well: the
Murphy apartments, Logan Court,
the Kolvenbach homes and the
Douglas apartments are all open to
upperclassmen.
Since 2005, these options have
emerged as expansions of on-campus
housing along with the addition of the
Chardinresidence hall which typically
houses sophomores. With these
additions, there are approximately
2,100 beds on campus for students.
With an undergrad population of
4,500, some people will need to live
off campus.
Discussions for expanding housing
are frequently made but there is no








“If we expand, we need to make
sure there are options that students
will want,” said Associate Director
of Housing and Residence Life Tim
Albert. “We are working on a long
term housing master plan. We are
trying to come up with a plan to figure
out the best type of housing, what
spaces we can fill, and what students
can afford.”
Although housing cannot be
provided for all students, the university
does try to assist its students who are
looking to live off-campus.
The school hosts an off-campus
housing fair where representatives
from several apartment complexes
come to campus. There is also a
program put on by the Junior and
Senior Engagement Community
where students can learn how to
search for apartments and sign leases.
Seattle has seen a rise in apartments
as of late, with buildings going up all
over Capitol Hill and near campus.
There are several more buildings that
are in the process of being built and
are expected to be ready by next year
in the Pike Street area.
“Students will be competing for
these open spaces within a growing
city,” Albert said. “Therewill be greater
availability but there are other people
that are moving to the city aside from
students which will put pressure
on rents as well. There is a lot more
housing in the neighborhood but a
lot more people in the neighborhood
as well.”
Another housing option that has
continually risen in popularity in
the city is aPodments. They are
small, one room apartment's that
are relatively cheap. Some students
have looked into this option, but the
small amount of space, the inability
to live with roommates and the long
waiting lists have deterred some
of them.
“A friend of mine told me not to get
one,” said sophomore Jocelin Malone.
“You can really underestimate
how much space you need to live
comfortably.”
With the demand for housing
continuously growing, the university
may need to expand in the future.
“I think our goal is to eventually
have enough beds for the students
who want them without leaving a
lot of gaps,” Albert said. “We want
to provide housing to our students
as much as possible and adequately
support them.”
Harrisonmay be reached at
hbucher@su-spectator.com
VENUE EMERGENCY FEES LESS THAN ‘GORGE’OUS
Colleen Fontana
News Editor
The music determines the emergency.
Country concert? Mostly alcohol
poisoning and drunken fights.
Electronica? Drug overdose and
dehydration. A big thing like
Sasquatch? Probably all of the above.
Quincy Valley Medical Center—-
the closest hospital to the Gorge
Amphitheater—sees almost every
patient. Due to the high medical
costs of concert-caused accidents and
injuries, state legislators are proposing
an additional $1 fee to Gorge concert
tickets that would go to help cover




lance. They come by




For Dr. Fernando Dietsch, the
emergency room director at the
Quincy hospital, the fee would be a
welcome relief. News outlets reported
that last years festival and concert
attendees were responsible for over
$400,000 in unpaid bills at the rural
medical center.
“They come by ambulance. They
come by friends. They come by pick-
up trucks,” Dietsch said of patients
in a recent radio piece by Northwest
News Network. When dancing, drugs
and weekend festivities go array,
concertgoers end up in his E.R.
“They’re unconscious or barely
conscious. They’re intoxicated [with]
something. Their blood pressure is
dropping. You don’tknow why. Every
room will be full,” Dietsch said.
If only he were exaggerating.
KOMO News reported last year that
Paradiso Festival at the Gorge drew
more than 25,000 people for one June
weekend—and that more than 70
were hospitalized for drug overdoses.
According to Dietsch, numbers like
that are over six times the usual. Those
ending up in the emergency room
are, of course, only a fraction of the
250,000-plus crowd—but it’s enough,
JORDAN STEAD • AP PHOTO
Super Geek League dancers interact with festival attendees on the third and final day of the annual Sasquatch musicfestival
over Memorial Day weekend in George, Wash.
hospital officials say, to make a pretty
significant dent.
Hospital administrator Mehdi
Merredtold Northwest News Network
he has tried making compromiseswith
concert promoter Live Nation, the
organization in charge of events such
as Sasquatch. The talks became more
serious aftera 21 -year-old Washington
State University graduate died at
Paradiso last year. But according to
Merred, nothing has yet to be done to
adjust to emergencyneeds and costs.
“I seriously do not believe in their
good faith at this point,” Merred said
of Live Nation. According to The
Seattle Times, Live Nation officials
claim they are not responsible for
concertgoers’ behavior. Additionally,
the organization already contributes
to $1.2 million toward Grant County
admission taxes yearly. Many are
saying, though, this isn’t enough.
“It is absolutely unfair to make the
Quincy residents pay for the 40,000
kids that come from Seattle and get
drunk, fall down and overdose on
drugs,” said the bill’s proponent, State
Rep. Matt Manweller in a Columbia
Basin Herald article last year.
Quincy is in a rare situation in
comparison to most other concert
locations nationwide.
{I
do not believe in
[Live Nations] good
faith at this point.
Mehdi Merred
Hospital Administrator
“In our research, there was not a
similar situation in the entire United
States where a small, rural hospital has
to take care of a large venue like the
Gorge,” Merred said.
While small towns do host music
festivals, none are quite the same
scenario, reported Northwest News
Network. Jacksonville, Oregon has
the Britt Festivals and north Idaho
hosts the Festival at Sandpoint, but
the size and scope of those crowds
is nothing like people coming to the
Gorge. Coachella, though similar to
May 28. 2014
Sasquatch, is serviced by multiple
California-city hospitals. Some
festivals even have hospital personnel
on-site for emergencies.
But Manweller doesn’t think all
the blame should be on Live Nation.
Instead, he wants the crowd to carry a
bit more of the load.
“I’m not sure that Live Nation
is responsible for some of the bad
decisions that their concertgoers
make,” he said. “And by levying
this fee on the ticket, it’s the actual
concertgoer who bears the cost. And
I just think that’s more fair”
For most, with the cost falling on
ticket prices, a dollar isn’t that big ofa
sum to pay on top of what customers
already cough up.
“I go to the Dave Matthews concert
every year and the ticket is $56. If the
ticket is $57, I’m not not going to go,”
Manweller told KOMO.
Colleen may be reached at
cfontana@su-spectator.com
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NEW COLLEGE PLANS TO BRING STUDENTS BACK
Will McQuilkin
Staff Writer
Seattle University is opening a new
college in the fall to focus in on
the some 725,000 Seattleites with a
partially finished degree.
Seattle U is one of the few
metropolitan universities in the
country that does not offer adult
completion degrees orhave aschool for
students who have partially finished a
college level degree. Students drop out
of college for a multitude of reasons,
however, degrees often required in
todays competitive job market.
{The college
will have
a dean and all its own




For this reason, Seattle U has been
working to establish a School for New
and Continuing Studies (NCS) for
the better part of five years—and the
project is finally becoming a reality.
As it stands, only 5 percent of Seattle
U students are registered as “part
8 NEWS
time students.” This is extremely low
in comparison to other institutions,
especially given the metropolitan
environment ofthe university. Because
Seattle U is located in such a populous
area, it is abnormal to have as little
diversity among the student body
in terms of age demographic—the
average age of a Seattle U undergrad
student is only 20.
According to an email sent out on
May 13 by Seattle U President Fr.
Stephen Sundborg, S.J., “The launch
of NCS at Seattle University advances
our mission and responds to the
changing educational and economic
environment. The school will educate
a population of students who differ
from traditional undergraduates—
they are older, typicallywork full-time
and many are raising families.”
The email expressed the university’s
desire to “reach out” to historically
underserved populations of
students—those who have been
underrepresented inhigher education.
Rick Fehrenbacher, director of
Continuing, Online, and Professional
Education (COPE) as of fall 2012.
Fehrenbacher is a non-traditional
student himself—he dropped out
of college to serve in the military
before returning to receive his degree.
Because of this, he feels particularly
close to the need for NCS at Seattle
U. COPE differs from the NCS in that
the former offers exclusively online
classes for adults seeking to further
people within 30 miles of SU have a partially finished degree
their education. NCS would broaden
those opportunities.
“One of the things we have
discovered inour research, is thatthere
are about 725,000 people within thirty
miles of this campus who have some
level of higher education, but do not
have an actual degree,” Fehrenbacher
said. “Very often these people find it
is difficult to get back into school to
finish the degree, and what Seattle U
had done is to decide to reach out to
this population.”
In . an essay titled “Seven
{Very
often these peo-
ple find it is difficult to




Characteristics of Highly Effective
Adult Learning Programs,” Dorothy
D. Billington of the John Hopkins
School of Education argues that
environment plays a key role is
successful continuing education. To
her, “An environment where students
feel safe and supported, where
individual needs and uniqueness
are honored, where abilities and life
achievements are acknowledged and
respected” is imperative.
Fehrenbacher echoed this
sentiment, saying that the NCS would
be specially designed to accept non-
traditional schedules and students.
Basically, NCS would be more flexible
than other Seattle U colleges in
order to create an accommodating
environment.
While the project isrelatively young,
it is expected to formally open in fall
2015. In the meantime, the board of
advisors to the project is working to
hammer out details to establish the
school within Seattle U.
“The college will have a dean and
all its own faculty. Those are the
next steps—those are the processes
we’re engaged in now. We’re working
with faculty and administrators from
across campus to establish the meat of
the program,” Fehrenbachersaid.
President Sundborg said inhis email
that the NCS will work to offer a high-
quality Jesuit education designed for
working adults.





Macklemore is known for using his
status as a Grammy award-winning
artist as aplatform to speak out against
bigotry and intolerance. Thus it came
as something of a surprise when the
rapper chose to wear an apparently
anti-Semitic costume at a show at
Seattle’s EMP Museum on May 16.
Since the incident, Macklemore has
apologized and the Anti-Defamation
League, an organization that aims
to stop the defamation of the Jewish
people, and secure justice and fair
treatment to all people, has formally
accepted his apology.
“I respect all cultures and all
people,” said Macklemore. “I would
never intentionally put down anybody
for the fabric that makes them who
they are. I love human beings, love
originality, and ... happen to love a
weird outfit from time to time.”
While the some folks remain
offended by the pop-star’s choice of





A naked man was hospitalized
Tuesday afterhe reportedly fled police
and jumped intoElliot Bay.
“He ran from officers near Seattle’s
waterfront and then jumped into the
Bay,” according to KOMO News.
Officials say the incident occurred
after police received several calls
concerning a naked man “running
in Downtown Seattle near 5th and
Cherry late Tuesday morning.” Police
then encountered the man around
Alaskan Way and Columbian Street
and attempted to apprehend him,
actually managing to get one of his
hands in cuffs. However, the man was
able to break free and proceeded to
run four clocks to ColemanDock.
Video footage submitted by an eye-
witness to KOMO then shows the
naked man climbing down a ladder
at a ferry-terminal dockand dropping
into Elliot Bay below.
SPD reports that the man was taken




Washington State residents eat
more fish than any other group of
people in the nation. According
to the Seattle Times, the state,
particularly the Washington State
Department of Ecology, is currently
revisiting its fish consumption rate.
The figure, not exactly a part of the
public dialogue, dictates the amount
of fish that must be kept happy and
healthy in Washington’s waterways
to feed a fish-frantic population. The
quantification may seem abstract, but
the implications of any number set are
huge as it is filtered through various
levels of policy. An increase in the fish
consumption rate mandates higher
standards of care that fisherman
and corporations must adhere to
in order to ensure that fish-bearing
waterways in the area remain clean
and healthy. The State of Oregon
currently maintains the highest fish
consumption rate in the country - 175
grams per day. Internal discussions
within Washington’s Department of
Ecology are ongoing, but according
to the Seattle Times the group is
considering a rate between 125 and
225 grams per day.
Environmental activists, among
various other groups concerned
for Washington’s waterways, aren’t
universally lauding the Department
of Ecology this week. Despite their
apparent efforts to clean waterways
with a higher fish consumption
rate, there are also reports that the
Department is considering revising
some of their rules that would allow
for waterways to contain a much
higher amount of cancer-causing
materials, a proposal long advocated
by area business groups.
BILL GATES TO CURB
PERSONAL GIVING
Bill Gates, Seattle’s most famous
resident and (depending on the week
and the state of the U.S. stock market)
the richest man inthe world, is also the
founder and namesake of the world’s
largest charitable foundation, the Bill
and Melinda Gates Foundation. Gates
has given billions of dollars of his own
personal wealth to the foundation
over the last few decades. According
to the Seattle Times, however, it
appears as though Gates’ giving to his
foundation may lessen significantly in
years to come. The problem however,
isn’t that his wealth is flagging (Forbes
estimates that Gates’ net worth is
currently the world’s highest at $76
billion, having increased $9 billion in
the last year alone). Rather, it appears
as though Gates’ giving must decline
because the foundation is currently
struggling spend the incomingmoney
fast enough to maintain its tax-
exempt status. The most substantial
giver to the Gates Foundation, which
maintains its headquarters in Seattle,
is not Bill Gates, but Warren Buffett,
the world’s second richest man. The
aging Buffett’s pledged years ago to
give the vast majority of his wealth to
the foundation, and has already begun
making multi-billion dollar injections
into the foundation. The Seattle
Times indicates that the foundation
was able to pay out $3.9 billion last
year, but as more and more capital
is pushed into their coffers they are
finding it more and more difficult
to spend the minimum percentage
of their assets mandated by the IRS.
As Buffett continues his giving (and
has he approaches death, at which
point the foundation will be flooded
with funds) Gates has reportedly
determined it most prudent that
he curbs his own giving for the
time being in consideration for the





University of Washington students
are working to restore Yesler
Swamp—a small swamp near the UW
Center for Urban Horticulture and
the second. largest swamp on Lake
Washington—to its natural state. For
UW students, it’s worth the trouble.
Eventually, the space will be a western
red-cedar swamp, reintroducing the
environment that existed around the
lake over 150 years ago.
“It’s quite an unusual place,” said
UW professor of environmental
and forest sciences, Kern Ewing in
a Seattle Times article. Ewing and
UW’s Restoration Ecology Network
are volunteering throughout the
region to foster conservation efforts
May 28, 2014
and restoration, with this project
representing just one facet of their
work.
With the plant restoration,
Washington Conservation Corps
began construction of a 1,200-foot
boardwalk that will run over the area,
allowing visitors to get a closer lookat
the lagoon, wildlife and plant species.
So far, the Restoration Ecology
Network has planted many native
plants in the area while simultaneously
working to eradicate nonnative
invasive species such as blackberries
and reed canary grass.
Students told the Seattle Times that
the area is good for seeing interesting
plants and animals.
“Hopefully, with restoration, there
will be more food for them,” said one
UW student Cameron Newell of the
wildlife. But, wildlife have not always
responded positively to theirpresence.
Bald eagles and hummingbirds have
been known to pester workers and
protest the intrusion.
Additionally, beavers in the lake
have been attempting to reach the
plants, but are kept at bay by fences
from the project. Over 100 regions in
the area have received restoration help
from the UW students.
The work is needed after the area’s
history of dealing with massive
land and industrial changes. From
population growth to the sawmill
production along Seattle’s waterways,
the area has been the brunt of
consistent human contact.
UW purchased the land after the
sawmill burned down for the second
time in the 1920s and during World
War II the area became a garden food
source for locals throughout wartime.
The students working on the project
are mostly studying within the field
of restoration ecological, and the
experience is invaluable, Ewing said.
“Every one of our graduates gets a
job,” he said.
Community members are glad
for the restoration—hopefully,
once everything settles down, the





Ifyou’re on public TV, make sure you
know what to do with your hands.
“ta SCORPIO '
WL 10/23-11/21
Shine on you crazy diamond.
SA SAGITTARIUS
«n> 11/22-12/21
Look at the worldaround you and





Use your tenacity to conquer your
environment. Work smart, not hard.
<£> AQUARIUS
1/21-2/19




It isbetter to die on your feet than






Empires are built brick by brick.
Don’t stop believin’.
H GEMINI5/22-6/21
Have a nice week.Life is about to
change drastically.
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O Respect for the Cen-tral District
©Governmenttransparency
A Dumbledores beard
© Beechers cheese curds
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Gucci made money out the kitchen
and so can you.
S) LEO
4 7/23-8/22
No one knew how toride a motor-
cycle before they learned on a bicycle.
1® virgo
*<# 8/23-9/22
Everyone appreciates your humility and
heart. Stop being so hard on yourself.
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#YESALLWOMEN
TRAGEDY SPURS NEW CONVERSATION ON SILENT EPEDEMIC
Darlene Graham
StaffWriter
Elliot Rodger thought he was entitled to a womans
love. So much so, that he killed for it. The 22-year-old
made national news this week after he allegedly mur-
deredsix people, injured seven, and then killed him-
self at the University of California Santa Barbara. In
one ofseveral Youtube videos he left behind, Rodger
explained that he killed in an act of revenge against
women. He wanted them, and they should have want-
ed him back, he said.
For thousands across the globe, his actions are an
example of the daily objectification and harrassment
of women. In response to these events, the #YesAll-
Women hashtag has been used over 1 million times to
raise awareness ofand change the dialogue surround-
FEATURES
ing sexual assault. The campaign has united women
across the globe, allowing them to share their stories
ofharassment.
#YesAllWomen is the latest Twitter hashtag to spark
nationwide discussion on the epidemic of violence
against women. On a deeper level, the campaign is
challenging an endemic rape culture—where victims
are blamed for the assaults against them, perpetrators
are often able to continue offending, and the few who
do speak out are regularly silenced. Unlike those be-
fore it, however, this hashtag has seemingly pervaded
the mainstream, engaging men in the critical conver-
sation.
One of TimeMagazines May cover stories featured
this topic, including some of the most retweeted of
#YesAllWomen. These include:
“#NotAllMen practice violence against women but
11
#YesAllWomen live with the threat of
male violence. Every. Single. Day. All
over the world.”
“Because society is more comfort-
able with people telling jokes about
rape than it is with people revealing
they have been raped.”
“#YesAllWomen because when
women stand up for their right to feel
safe & not get killed or raped, men
turn it around& make it anti-male.”
“Because I’m tired of having the
humanity of women recognized only
after something inhuman is done to
them. #YesAllWomen.”
The hashtag is a response to #No-
tAUMen, a hashtag that debates the
pervasivenessofpatriarchy inWestern
culture. Those using the latter hashtag
argue that not all men are harrass-
ing and assaulting women. But many
have expressed frustration with the
#NotAllMen thread for many reasons,
including that the feed is a defensive
response that continues to ignore the
fact that women are still facing these
issues on a dailybasis.
“No, not all men channel frustration
over romantic rejection into a killing
spree. But yes, all women experience
harassment, discrimination or worse
at some point in their lives,” wrote
CNN reporter Emanuella Grinberg in
response to the Twitter feeds.
For many, the shootings at UCSB
are a startling reminder of cultur-
ally instilled misogyny. In the last
few years, several attempts have been
made to redefine the disturbingreality
of sexual assault. Most recently, Presi-
dent Obama and Vice President Biden
launched the “Not Alone” initiative.
As a subset of the White House Task
Force to Protect Students from Sexual
Assault, this initiative is designed to
ensure the protection of, and sup-
port for, sexual assault survivors on
college campuses. “Not Alone” calls
for the engineering and mandating of
supportive legislation that advocates
awareness, provides information and
resources to students and schools to
prevent sexual assault on college cam-
puses.
In keeping with the TaskForces sug-
gestions, but prior to #YesAllWomen,
Seattle University, too, has asserted the
promotion of dialogue around sexual
assault education and awareness.
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A couple embrace before a memorial servicefor the victims andfamilies ofFriday's rampage at Harder Stadium on the
campus of University of California, Santa Barbara on Tuesday. Sheriff's officials said Elliot Rodger went on a rampage near
UCSB, stabbing three people to death at his apartment before shooting and killing three more in a nearby neighborhood.
Earlier this month, Seattle Uni- expressed concerns that the presen- sentation that was framed to me as a
versity’s Health and Wellness Crew tation bordered on implicit victim sexual assault seminar, that there was
(HAWC) director Ryan Hamacheck blaming. The phrase “victimblaming” also this element of information about
explained to The Spectator that he had is used to recognize when the victim alcohol and impairment and going out
organized a men’s group designed ex- of a crime is held or seen responsible in groups,” said senior Rima Kaboul,
plicitly to discuss sexual assault. for the offense. The victim blaming who saw the presentation both as a
Additionally, various student groups phenomenon has enormous implica- memberofchoir and as an RA. “Ifyou
have been either elected or chosen to tions, particularly when discussing want to educate people about the ad-
sit in on student conduct PowerPoint the reporting of sexual assault—due verse effects ofalcohol and about safe-
presentations facilitated by HAWC to blame, victims have been shown to ty, that is fine, and I can see the value
that address sexual assault, alcohol
and drug use. Known groups to have
attended the presentation are Student
Government of Seattle University
(SGSU), Resident Assistants, Resident
Housing Directors, Alpha Kappa Psi
and the university choirs.
Though the presentations were
timely given the national efforts to
improve education in this area, the
undeniably well-intentioned pre-
sentations sparked controversy as
some attendees were left angered by
the topics covered. Some students
{Allwomen experienceharassment, discrimi-nation, or worse. WEmanuella Grinberg,
CNN
.
feel guilt for events they did not cause.
Some felt the Seattle U presentations
furthered this message.
“I was upset to see that, in a pre-
in that, but it didn’t seem like it was in
the right place. Because even present-
ing them in an unclear way, together
with sexual assault is an implicit way
ofvictim-blaming.”
But Joy Sherman, choir direc-
tor, lauded the presentation for its
breadth.
“ft was broader than just sexual as-
sault...It’s a very broad and effective
presentation and everybody needs to
see it,” she said.
These presentations are not the only
move by Seattle U to address issues of
sexual assault on college campuses.
Last year, The Spectator published an
article that addressed the university’s
then-recently updated Code of Con-
duct, as well as the creation of a new
conduct board called the Sexual Of-
fense Review Board. Reporter Kellie
Cox explained in that article that the
adaptations made to the school’s poli-
cy were enacted in response to a doc-
ument from the U.S. Department of
Education called the Dear Colleague
letter, which the school received in
2011. The Dear Colleague Letter rec-
ommendedthat universities reconsid-
er their current processing of sexual
offense cases and hearings.
The new Code of Conduct rewrote
Seattle U’s definition of consent, pro-
vided a list of guidelines designed to
help students avoid situations that
could result in sexual offense, report-
ing procedures and a general overview
of the student conduct process.
However, some students who went
through the newly adapted process
last year expressed frustration. They
varyingly cited neglect, poor com-
munication, insensitiye questioning,
drawn-out proceedings and inappro-
priate hearing procedures relating to
the dynamic between the victim and
alleged aggressor. During the pre-
sentation given to choir earlier this
year, one student raised her hand and
asked what studentsshould do if Pub-
lic Safety does not take a report seri-
ously—another example of students
expressing doubts about Seattle U’s
sexual misconduct procedures.
OF RAPE VICTIMS SUFFER CHRONIC PHYSICAL
OR PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS OVER TIME.
-AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
Earlier this month, Dean of Stu-
dents Darrell Goodwin opted to with-
draw his interview with The Spectator
regarding these presentations. The
Spectator was then unable to conduct
a second interview due to miscom-
munication and Goodwin declined to
further comment at the time of publi-
cation. Goodwin also declined to send
a copy ofthe presentation.
In response to the presentations,
Monica Nixon, who serves on the
Sexual Offense Review Board, said the
University has been working to im-
prove its education methods.
“We are stepping up our education
efforts. We could always do more with
that,” Nixon said.
Similar presentations have continu-
ally been reaching a larger audience.
On Monday, May 27, HAWC began
delivering the presentation to all stu-
dent athletes. Student athletes were
separated by gender and shown what
appears to be a similar but not identi-
cal presentation.
Attendees reported that they were
shown videos fromthe “Don’t Be That
Guy” campaign. The video and images
of this campaign focus on behavior,
namely of men, to remind everyone
that sex without consent is sexual as-
sault. The goal of the campaign is to
encourage people to take responsibil-
ity for their actions, therefore remov-
ing blame from the victims of these
assaults. Though the “Don’t Be That
Guy” campaign has been applauded
for its efforts to educate potential per-
petrators rather than victims, some
have also accused the campaign of
touting a heteronormative bias and
ONE IN FIVE
WOMEN
WILL BE A VICTIM OF SEXUAL AS-
SAULT WHILE THEY ARE IN COLLEGE.
employing scare tactics.
Regardless of the method, the con-
versation on sexual assault is getting
louder among campuses nationwide.
Columbia University recently made
national news for its powerful re-
sponse to the administrations meager
attempts to address the sexual assault
epidemic on campus. A student group
called “No Red Tape” tagged monu-
ments, signage and even their col-
lege graduation caps with red tape in
protest of the university’s insufficient
action. The tape acted as a symbol of
silence—an image commonly associ-
ated with assault victims.
{#YesAllWomen
live
with the threat of male
violence. Every. Single. 9
Day.
@schemaly
The discussion surrounding sexual
assault came to the forefront of Co-
lumbiaUniversitywhen a list of names
described as “sexual assault violators
on campus” appeared on women’s
bathroom walls on May 14. Quickly
washed away by university janitorial
staff, fliers were next spread across the
campus listing the same four names of
the alleged “Rapists on Campus.” The
fliers asserted that three of the men
had been found “responsible” by the
university for sexual assault and de-
scribed the fourth as a “serial rapist.”
All individuals on that list remained
unprosecuted.
In response to the perceived injus-
tice, 23 students filed a complaint with
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the Department of Education, citing
violations of Title II, Title IX and the
Clery Act against Columbia and Bar-
nard College, the affiliated women’s
school.
The complaint stated that the uni-
versity “discouraged students from
reporting sexual assaults, allowed per-
petrators to remain on campus, sanc-
tioned inadequate disciplinary actions
for perpetrators and discriminated
against students based on their sexual
orientation, according to a statement
from the students who are calling
themselves Our Stories CU.”
Nixon said the response to sexual
assault, from the U.S. capitol to col-
lege campuses -through the nation,
have shown that colleges aren’t getting
it right. Historically, these issues go
underreported and people are making
that point loudand clear.
“What the Department of Educa-
tion and others in the federal gov-
ernment —senators, Vice President
Biden—[are] responding to is more
than two decades of student activism
saying ‘Colleges don’t do this well,”’
she said. “The guidance that they are
providing is saying, ‘We will not stand
for this anymore. Colleges must ad-
dress culture of sexual assault, rape
culture. Colleges must address these
issues. When we hear about sexual
assault, domestic violence, dating vi-
olence or stalking, we can’t just deal
with them informally, or sweep them
under the rug, which is what has hap-
pened on college campuses for a long
time.’”





A FESTIVAL VIRGIN’S TAKE ON A POST-APOCALYPTIC WEEKEND
Kellie Cox
Editor-in-Chief
It was day three of the 13th annual
Sasquatch! Music Festival. My friends
and I plopped ourselves down on the
withered grass beneath the Bigfoot
stage to wait for Major Lazer’s set, one
ofthe final performances ofthe week-
end. The people around us sat in quiet
circles, heads bent, pulling grass out of
the ground witheyes as fixated, dilated
and bloodshot as the Children of the
Corn. My friend prodded a crushed
beer can that had been squashed into
the dirt.
“I feel like I’m sitting in a landfill,”
he said.
By Sunday, the grounds of the
Gorge were covered in the carnage
of the weekend. Trash of all kinds
littered the hills, blue and ominous
in the moonlight. Loud crunching
sounds greeted almost every step and
the Port-a-Potties were veritable hell-
holes, with used toilet paper draped
over the seats like snakes writhing out
of their underground dens, and mys-
terious dark fluids lining the walls.
Festivalgoers had fallen into a state
of delirium and milled around the
park like tired zombies lumbering
in search of brains. The strobe and
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spotlights emanating from the various
stages coated the Gorge with a surreal
haze and the bass thudded like bombs
exploding in the distance.
In three days, I felt as though Sas-
quatch! had devolved into a surreal,
post-apocalyptic world. And I, a mu-
sic festival virgin, had somehow sur-
vived the end of the world.
DAY ONE
Friday was a day of mental and
physical preparation for the debauch-
ery ahead.
Waking up at the Gorge is a lot
like waking up in a frat house. We
washed our faces, got dressed, and
then double fisted cups of coffee and
cans of Pabst Blue Ribbon. Instead
ofreading the paper or watching
the morning news, we played
beer pong and flip cup. I saw
few people without a beer
in hand when campers
left en masse for the
venue, and the beers
chugged on the
walk over were fondlycalled “roadies.”
But time would prove that the
drinkers among us would be the first
to fall.
On Friday, groggy drunkards were
passed out in the grass by 3 p.m., and
by 4 p.m. there were sleeping bod-
ies strewn across the hill above the
main stage. These were the first vic-
tims. Others passed out in the middle
of the pit and had to be crowdsurfed
into the arms of security guards so
no one would stomp on them. By the
end of the festival, the unconscious
bodies floating out of the pit
were as unremark-
able as the beach balls and inflatable
dinosaurs that were tossed around
the throng.
I suspect that, at the onset of the
apocalypse, people will dress a lot like
they did on day one of Sasquatch!.
They’ll look like maniacs in absurd
costumes, flower crowns or even walk
around naked. They’ll don headdress-
es in the misguided hope that, because
the world is ending anyway, cultural
appropriation is now somehow okay.
Others will zip up their fur suits in a
last-ditch effort to look cuddly and
cute. The fashion extremistswill cover
their faces with animal masks and
assume the guises of minotaurs,
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wolves and unicorns.
On Friday, once the beers were con-
sumed and these animal heads were
on, the apocalyptic rituals began, the
musicians took the stage, and I was
thrown into an emotional rollercoast-
er that left me feeling like I’d been hit
by a car.
Being surrounded by hundreds of
people trying to make the most of
their depleting time made me feel at
times elated, like I was part of a larger
purpose, and at other times painfully
lonely—I was hyperconscious of the
fact that I mean little and make little
difference in the grand scheme of
the universe.
In the beginning, I jumped like a
giddy maniac throughout Kithkin’s
energetic performance, eager to live
in the moment and enjoy the coming
days, but by the time we sat down for
Foals a few hours later, I felt lethargic
and melancholy, like the heaviness
of the world rested on my shoulders.
The band’s evocative sound forced me
to dwell on the past and question my
place in the world. When OutKast
played “Hey Ya,” childhood memories
flooded back to me like my life was
flashing before my eyes and I relished
the nostalgia. But when they were
done and I rushed to Die Antwoord
as the last set of the night, I was over-
come with exhaustion and a feeling of
impending doom. As Yo-Landi Vi$$er
shrieked onstage and the screen be-
hind the duo projected obscene sexual
imagery, I watched the crowd banging
their heads around me—one specta-
tor held a large plastic sword in the air
throughout the entire performance—-
and felt as though we were preparing
for a vicious battle, rallying for the
slaughter to come.
I was all too aware that the end
was near.
DAY TWO
While my friends walked back to
the campsite early Saturday morn-
ing, a wide-eyed guy flew past them
with his hands clasped in frontofhim
like he was about to leap off a diving
board. He ran manically in zig zags,
chasing after something invisible, his
face strained with determination and
eyes blank. He wound through the
pockets of people like a defunct re-
mote control car that can no longer
drive straight. My friends watched
him for about five minutes before a
nearby stranger finally stated the ob-
vious: “He’s really f***ed up.”
The apocalypse had come, and half
of us had been reduced to zombies.
The stoners and drunkards swayed
placidly along to the gentle tones of
First Aid Kit, their minds turned to
mush, and Neko Case took the stage
in skeleton pants, a telltale symbol
of death and destruction. People on
uppers and acid roamed the park in
droves, their pupils dilated and emp-
ty like anime characters. During the
day, the sight was unobtrusive, but at
night, I felt like I was trapped inside
a crack house I hadn’t meant to enter.
People tripping on way too much acid
wiggled around like dogs chasing their
own tails, and festival girls on ecstasy
swarmed the El Chupacabra tent for
Boys Noize, their lucid arms flailing
beneath a blinding strobe light. Once
the sun set, I spent most of my travel
time dodging high people with dead
eyes, afraid that they would eat me like
that bath salt guy in Miami.
That night, Tyler, the Creator’s an-
gry lyrics felt like harbingers of doom
and fans of M.I.A. yelled along with
her lyrics as if they would never yell
again. We danced like Neander-
thals, trying to live fast before we
died young.
When the park finally cleared out
that night, a golf cart combed the
festival grounds in search of bodies
strewn amid the trash of the day. Se-
curity loaded unconscious attendees
onto the golf cart like the dead collec-
tors of the Middle Ages.
DAYTHREE
Before we headed into the park on
Day Three, my friend stored his last
cigarette in his shirt pocket.
“I’m going to save it,” he said.
“For closure.”
The Gorge on the final day of Sas-
quatch! looked like a battlefield cov-
ered in rubble. Those of us who had
survived the night were covered in
dirt and our fight or flight instincts
had kicked into high gear. Sud-
denly, the Gorge felt like a Hunger
Games arena.
Hungry and tired, we fought our
way to the front of the pit for Haim,
determined to assert our dominance
as fans. The Haim sisters drummed
like a group of animalistic warriors
and, watching them, I felt a new sense
of empowerment that would push me
through the final leg of Sasquatch!—I
knew I could survive and thrive in this
post-apocalyptic world.
And I did. I danced in solitude to Big
Freedia. I navigated my way through
hordes of zombies in search of clean
Port-a-Potties. I savored a serving of
Tater Nachos smothered in jalapenos
and ground beef, and I wisely steered
clear of the Queens of the Stone Age
mosh pit.
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Major Lazer was my final show and,
as I danced to Diplo’s beats in the
“landfill” with my friends, I knew it
was time to say goodbye to the Gorge.
My friends and I linked arms and
began to wind our way through the
pulsing crowd. As we pushed through
the gaggle of rolling festival girls,
shirtless bros and weirdos in uni-
corn heads, I locked eyes with each
of the people I brushed past. Their
eyes looked emptier and emptier the
farther we got from the stage—some
were sleepy, dazed and unengaged, as
ifthey had accepted defeat, and others
were alert, pupils dilated in a drug-in-
duced state, and all too aware of how
little time was left. I stared into their
eyes and we connected in the purest
way possible: we recognized that we
share a common condition. We are
both humans. We are humans with in-
dividual lives and perceptions of those
lives, unwilling to let go of a moment.
And one day, we will both cease to
exist, and Major Lazer will cease to
exist, and no one else will know this
moment as it really happened. No one
else will know we were even here.
When my friend went to smoke his
last cigarette on our walk back to the
campsite, he realized it had broken in
half. We traipsed on, feeling robbed
of the closure a single cigarette could
bring, and tried to accept that the
beautiful, post-apocalyptic weekend
had come to an end. My friend held
onto his broken cigarette until we got
to the car, unwilling to let it go.
Then we climbed in and drove
abruptly back to our very real, very
stagnant and very safe lives 150 miles
away.
Kellie may be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com.
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AFRICA DAY SHEDS LIGHT ON CIVIL RIGHTS
Sheldon Costa
Staff Writer
When the civil rights movement is
portrayed in popular culture, it’s usu-
ally displayed in the most simplified
context possible: African Americans
marching through our nation’s Capi-
tol or Martin Luther King, Jr. giving
his “I Have a Dream” speech. Very
rarely, however, does American me-
dia delve into the complexities of the
civil rights movement, particularly
the diversity of those involved—men
and women alike—who devoted their
lives to equality and the fight against
in justice.
This Thursday, May 29, the 4th An-
nual Africa Day Celebration hopes
to add a new dimension to the well-
known narrative of the civil rights
movement. This year’s celebration,
sponsored by the Global African
Studies program, will feature the film
“American Revolutionary: The Evolu-
tion of Grace Lee Boggs” as well as a
short discussion with professor Ste-
phen Ward from the University of
Michigan, who will be speaking about
Boggs’ life.
The movie centers on Grace Lee
Boggs, a 98-year-old Chinese-Amer-
ican woman in Detroit who played
an active role in the civil rights move-
ment, and was also an important ac-
tivist for labor rights, feminism, Black
Power, Asian Americans, and envi-
ronmental justice. According to the
film’s description, “as she wrestles with
a Detroit in ongoing transition, con-
tradictions of violence and non-vio-
lence, Malcolm X and Martin Luther
King, Jr., the 1967 rebellions, and non-
linear notions of time and history,
Boggs emerges with an approach that
is radical in its simplicity and clarity:
revolution is not an act of aggression
or merely a protest. Revolution, Boggs
says, is about something deeper with-
in the human experience: the abil-
ity to transform oneself to transform
the world.”
Students who helped organize this
year’s event hope that it will offer an
opportunity for students and the sur-
rounding community to see a more
complex and less-celebrated side of
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the civil rights movement, and a more
realistic view of social justice than
what has previously been taught.
For senior Allason Leitz-Lesch,
one of the event’s organizers, the film
could be helpful in starting a more
progressive dialogue on campus about
what the civil rights movement was
really comprised of.
“I think what the film shows is the
diversity that was in the civil rights
movement, and to understand that it
wasn’t just the popular trope of one
black fighter. It’s always portrayed by
these racialized figures,” Leitz-Lesch
said. “I think a movement is stron-
ger when there have been lots of dif-
ferent people coming together to say
‘this is something that’s important to
us as a country,’ especially in the U.S. I
think that this plays to one angle ofthe
strength of the civil rights movement.”
She also hopes the event will cre-
ate a more complex dialogue around
what social justice really means here at
the university.
“I hope that it’s something that
can start a conversation. I think this
school has a long way to go [with re-
gard to social justice]. And I think the
dialogue on campus is set to go in the
right direction,” she said. “But I don’t
think there’s a big enough awareness
of where we need to move away from
and [where we need to] move toward,”
Leitz-Lesch said.
Senior Trayvon Webster, who will
be MC’ing the event, is also hopeful
that the movie will spur a dialogue
on campus.
“As a whole, I think this is basically
creating a partnership, not only with
[global African studies], but with the
students and also building a commu-
nity, to where we have a safer envi-
ronment to talk about issues. A lot of
people can’t talk about certain things
because we’re a Catholic school. We
have a certain religion that a lot of ad-
ministrators live by,” he said. “More
events like this will open up things.”
Like Leitz-Lesch, he hopes that the
film will create a better environment
for Seattle U students to come to-
gether as a community and reevaluate
their commitment to social justice.
“I would love it tobuild more com-
munity with SU students who are not
African Americans. I would love to
see some caucus workshops going on,
some collaboration with the commu-
nity—not with just Bailey Gatzert. But
let’s see what we can build around the
Central District, and Yesler and the
Rainier Valley,” he said. “How SU can
stretch, because we have a lot of stu-
dents who live in this area and don’t
go to Seattle U. And I don’t think it’s
just a funding, I think it’s a recruit-
ment thing,” Webster said.
The 4th Annual Africa Day Celebra-
tion will be held in Pigott Auditorium
beginning at 6 p.m. on Thursday, May
29. Admission is free.
Sheldon may be reached at
scosta@su-spectator.com
THE 4th ANNUAL SEATTLE UNIVERSITY
AFRICA DAY CELEBRATION
“Lessons from Our Revolutionary Past”
HFILMSCREENING: AmericanRevolutionary:TheEvolution ofGraceLee Boggs~\Apj 29,
2014-6:00PM- PIgott Auditorium
2* PUBUC LECTURE: ‘'BlackPower
m and theAfricanRevolution: James
and GraceLee Boggs, Kwame
Nkrumah and BlackRadical Networks”-
Dr. Stephen Ward-May 30,2014—5:00PM-Casey
Commons
May30,2014 -7:00PM-Casey Atrium
Join tire Seattle University African Student Association and the Black
Student Union for a celebratory finale to AfricaDay 2014. It will be
filled with free food, music, and dancing from the global African
world.
For more information contact Kate Reynolds reynoldk@seattleu.edu or Twit-
ter GASP SeattleU.
PAID VPLUMBERS NEEDED
Researchers at the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory are
recruiting volunteers for a study designed to learn more about
exposure topolybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs; formerly used
as flame retardants) from food and household dust. Participating
volunteers will be asked to record the types of food eaten for 2
weeks and then donate a blood sample. Volunteers will be given a
gift card valued at $125.00 that can be used'at several department
stores. For more information, please contact Dr. Irvin Schultz at
360 681-4566 or at irv.schultz@pnnl.gov
Maggie Molloy
Staff Writer
If you’ve walked through Seattle Uni-
versity’s Fine Arts building at any
point this year, you’ve probably heard
Cyrus Fiene practicing piano. For the
past nine months, he has been re-
hearsing four hours a day, seven days
a week in preparation for his senior
piano recital this Friday.
Fiene is dedicating the recital to his
mother, Elahe (Elbe) Rafipour Fiene,
who passed away in April 2013 after a
four-and-a-halfyear battle with neu-
roendocrine cancer.
“From the day I started at Seattle
University until the day my mother
passed away, I had one foot in the
practice room, one foot at school, and
one foot in the hospital,” Fiene said.
“This recital is a culmination of all the
effort I’ve put in over these last four
years, but more importantly, it’s in
memory ofmy mom.”
For his senior piano recital, taking
place on May 30 in Pigott Auditorium,
he will be performing works by Liszt,
Rachmaninoff, Debussy, Maroufi,
Beethoven, Bortkiewicz and Gnat-
tali. The pieces are from Germany,
Brazil, France, Russia, Ukraine, Iran
and Hungary.
“Being Iranian, and having the op-
portunity to travel a lot with my par-
ents, I feel it’s extremely important to
embracedifferent cultures,” Fiene not-
ed. His mother was born and raised in
Iran before coming to the U.S. to study
at George Washington University.
At his recital, Fiene is perform-
ing one of her favorite pieces:
“Golden Dreams” by Maroufi, a
Persian composer.
“My mom is the reason I play pia-
no,” Fiene said. “The story my dad al-
ways tells me is they were at Toys ‘R’
Us looking for a birthday present for
me, and she saw this keyboard. My
dad told me, ‘I’ll never forget her smile
when she saw it.’ She turned to him
and said, ‘I know Cyruswill like this.’”
Fiene was 10 years old at the time.
A few weeks later, a family friend vis-
iting from California played “Golden
Dreams” on piano for them.
“After she left, my mom heard me
CYRUS FIENE MAKES MUSIC FOR CANCER RESEARCH
playing the piece on the piano a few
days later,” Fiene said. She immedi-
ately signed him up for piano lessons.
“She knew Cyrus better than any-
body,” said Don Fiene, Cyrus’s father
and Eliie Rafipour Fiene’s husband of
25 years. “She felt he had that artistic
touch and talent.”
He also had the dedication and
drive to improve.
“Cyrus has not missed a single les-
son in the four years he has studied
with me,” said piano professor Tina
Kouratachvili. “Even when his mother
died, he showed up at his lesson that
week. In that moment of very big sor-
row, he told me he was going to have
a solo recital dedicated to his mom.”
For the past year, Fiene has also
studied piano under Natalya Ageyeva,
artistic directorof the Russian Cham-
ber Music Foundation of Seattle.
“Cyrus is so passionate about music
and piano,” Ageyeva said. “He is very
motivated, and he improves all the
time because he is a good listener and
a quick learner. He’s just a delightful
person to work with.”
“I’ve seen him progress tremen-
dously,” Don Fiene noted. “It’s beauti-
ful to hear him play; he’s a remarkable
pianist and I’m veryproud ofhim.”
Don Fiene bought his son a Stein-
way piano as an early graduation gift
to practice on for his recital.
“Now, he’s getting his ROI: Return
on Investment,” Cyrus Fiene joked.
He studies business management and
music at Seattle U.
Though Fiene always planned to
have a senior recital, the performance
took on a new meaning after watching
his mother battle cancer.
“The amount of suffering she went
through was really prolonged,” he
said. “In the last year that she was
alive, there was not one night that my
dad didn’t stay in the same room as
her. No one should have to experience
what she went through.”
This August, Don Fiene is riding
his wife’s bike in the Obliteride, an
annual bike ride which raises mon-
ey for the Fred Hutchinson Cancer
Research Center. In support of his
parents, Cyrus Fiene is donating all
the money raised in his recital to his
father’s Obliteride.
“My goals are to pack the audito-
rium, put on a damn good show, and
raise about $1,500,” he said.
Above all, though, he hopes tokeep
his mother’s memoryalive.
“My mom is the type ofperson who
would always stand up for what she
believed in,” Fiene said. “If she saw
something that was morally wrong,
she wouldn’t stand by and just watch it
happen. That’s a trait I think I’ve got-
ten from her.”
Cyrus’s recital is Friday, May 30, at
7:30 p.m. in Pigott Auditorium, with
a reception in the atrium at 8:30 p.m.
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The event is free but donations are
encouraged, as all proceeds go to the
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research
Center. Supporters may also do-
nate through Don Fiene’s Obliteride
webpage by searching “Don Fiene
Obliteride 2014” online.
For those interested in finding out
more information about the event,
contact Cyrus Fiene at fienec@seat-
tleu.edu
Maggie may be reached at
mmolloy@su-spectator.com





Ivan Locke is a good man.
That’s the ultimate conflict in Ste-
ven Knights new film “Locke,” and
it’s surprisingly exhilarating despite
its simplicity. Locke (Tom Hardy) is a
man with unadulterated driveand en-
duranceand a will that refuses to yield
to the world aroundhim. Locke offers
no excuses, no explanation: he simply
does what he thinks is right.
He’s a compelling character and
a breath of fresh air when most film
protagonists land somewhere on the
side of charming superhero or bum-
bling neurotic...which is good, since
he’s the only character we see during
the film’s 85 minute run time.
“Locke” has already received atten-
tion thanks to its premise: an entire
film that takes place during the course
of one car ride, featuring a single man
as he makes his way down a freeway in
England, speaking to other characters
over the phone on his dashboard.
It’s a premise that takes a lot ofrisks
andcould have resulted in a very, very
boring film. However, Knight’s movie
turns out to be exhilarating over its en-
tirety, and tells a riveting storyabout a
man whose devotion to his ethics ends
up destroying his life.
Locke is a successful concrete man-
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ager, known in the industry as a de-
pendable, first-rate worker. On the
night before the biggest concrete job
of his entire career, Locke receives a
call from a woman he had an affair
with—the one and only in his married
life—and she tells him she’s pregnant.
Rather than leave the woman and
child to fate, Locke makes the decision
to drive to the hospital, putting his
career, his marriage, and his life as he
knows it at risk.
While he’s the only seen character,
Locke is perhaps the least dynamic
character in the plot. His course has
been set, and like the concrete that he
is in charge ofpouring, he is unyield-
ing once he sets his car in motion. The
more interesting characters are the
other people in his life—his wife, his
boss and his kids—who are sent reel-
ing due to his decision. They are the
ones who voice the moral concerns of
the audience: why go to this woman?
Why give up your job? You made a
mistake, but should you really ruin
your life because of it?
Locke’s continued resistance to mor-
al relativism, however, is what makes
his character such a force in the movie.
Everyone “around” him seems intent
on letting him off the hook: he need
only turn the car around, but the man
refuses, growing more entrenched in
his willingness to put things in order
as the movie goes on.
A lesser actor could have ruined
this role, but Hardy delivers a vicious-
ly wonderful performance. Locke is
steely, doling out commands over the
phone to Donal (the voice of Andre
Scott), who he’s left in charge of the
construction project, with amazing
strength and control. When Locke
begins to unhinge as the car ride goes
on—becoming more aware of the de-
struction he’s reaping in his life—we
simultaneously watch him become
more and more obsessed withensuring
that his building project goes through,
with or without him. Locke’s poetic
ruminations on large buildings—the
air that they displace, the water tables
they disrupt—reveal him to be a man
obsessed with bringing order to a
chaotic world.
But Hardy never dehumanizes
the man. Despite all his ability, all
his confidence in managing his life,
Locke suffers greatly throughout the
film. We always—though never ex-
plicitly stated—see a question paint-
ed on his face: Is it worth it? As the
car ride goes on and the stakes get
higher, this moral question becomes
increasingly complex.
Alongside this, “Locke” has some
amazingly beautiful cinematography
to complement its acting. Consider-
ing that he has nothing more than
freeway to work with, cinematogra-
pher Haris Zambarloukos turns the
night-time roadway into a beautiful
spectrum ofblurred lights and speed-
ing cars. Streetlights become red and
white flames burning up in the pe-
ripheral ofLocke’s enclosed car, mim-
icking, perhaps, the moral indecision
surrounding him.
It’s a unique, empowering film, and
well worth your time. Don’t miss it.
Sheldon may be reached at
scosta@su-spectator.com
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THE SPECTATOR STAFF MEETS THE GYM
Summer is coming, and some students are staying. Our writers visited classes
the fitness center will be offering this summer to help maximize your summer




Roll up on a Friday morning, mybody
is crying to crawl back into bed and
I’m irritable. Yoga Flow instructor
Claire G. is a ray of sunshine as the
class radiates angry, but mindful vibes.
Its 7:15 on a Friday morning and I
might as well be a dead woman.
At this ungodly hour, the last thing
I would describe myself as is “cen-
tered.” My body begrudgingly obeys
as I abuse it yet another day, my mind
already swirling with the many tasks
that need to be done today, and as for
the soul...I certainly do not feel it at
this hour.
In walks Claire G., Yoga Flow in-
structor and positive-energy-radiator.
God bless you, Claire G. She leads the
class first through some mild stretch-
ing, then Hatha Vinyasa, with con-
scious breathing and mindfulness of
thought processing.
For all the sporadic “yogis” out
there, Yoga Flow will suit your needs
perfectly.
Claire G. is a senior at Seattle U,
pursuing degrees in Environmental
Studies and Philosophy. She first ex-
perienced yoga at a young age with
her dad, and has been teaching classes
for students, staff and varsity athletes
since 2012. She is inspired byher stu-
dents and fellow teachers,and is excit-
ed to continue to learn and share her
love ofyoga this year at the Eisiminger
Fitness Center. Claire teachers a Ha-
tha Vinyasa style ofyoga, which blends
breath work with stationary poses
through movement.
Anyone who’s ever done yoga can
agree that it is liberating in every sense
of the word. Practicing yoga provides
your body newfound flexibility and
agility, frees your mind by aiding in
SPORTS
the fluidity of your thoughts and re-
news your spirit to one of peace. I at-
tended Yoga Flow to relax and reinvig-
orate after a long and stressful week. I
recommend it to any and all looking
to improve their flexibility and over-
all state of being. Yoga Flow is most
beneficial to those hoping to recharge
after finals and begin their summer at
ease. A summer schedule for students
remaining on campus will be available
to the public the first week of June.





If you’re anything like me, you like
dancing. And, if you’re anything like
me, you hate exercise, because it’s bor-
ing and horrible and it hurts. Luckily,
Seattle U’s group fitness has some-
thing just for you: Zumba.
I know, it’s a frightening name.
Zoom-ba. What is it? How could it
possible help you get those definedabs
that you need before summer swings
around? Well, in case you haven’t
heard, Zumba is a formofexercise fo-
cused mostly on dancing and a lot of
butt shaking. The hip-heavy mongrel
child of hip hop, merengue, and mar-
tial arts, the hour-long dance session
will leave you partially paralyzed from
exhaustion and your own previously
unknown sexual appeal.
Now, chances are you might be
frightened by the concept of shak-
ing your booty in a room of strangers
while someone with the rhythm of one
ofBeyonce’s backup dancers calls out
encouraging commands, but think of
it this way: you’re going to dance no
matter what. So if you plan on stay-
ing somewhere near Connolly this
summer, why not shed some weight
while you’re doing it? Zumba has all
the physical benefits of visiting your
favoriteclub, without the middle-aged
dude who keeps trying to grab your
waist and smells like corn mixed with
gasoline, and Seattle U will most likely
be offering a small selection ofZumba
classes over the summer months. Get
your groove on.
Sheldon may be reached at
scosta@su-spectator.com
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SENIOR ATHLETES BID FAREWELL TO SU ATHLETICS
Harrison Bucher
Staff Writer
As another school year comes to aclose, another groupof seniors will be gradu-
ating from Seattle University. Among these seniors are severalathletes that have
had collegiate careers to be heralded and all of which have helped Seattle U
compete in its recent return to Division I. Here is a look at life in DI athletics
through the eyes ofsome ofthe graduating seniors who have been through it all.
DYLAN BURNETT
Burnett came to Seattle U from
Vancouver, Washington. He throws
the javelin for the track and field team.
Burnett had his fair share of success
in track and field and made school
history in doing so by becoming the
first post-season qualifier.
“It has been an amazing experience
where I have reached throws I never
thought possible,” Burnett said. “My
most memorable moment was when
I qualified for West prelims last year
and became the first athlete to go to
the post season since returning to DI.”
Burnett is competing post season
once again this week in Arkansas.
“This last season, I had the best sea-
son of my life,” said Burnett. “It was
really special and helped fuel my love
and passion for the sport.”
Now that his time at Seattle U has
come to an end, Burnett will be pursu-
ing a career in Environmental Studies,
hopefully as an environmental consul-
tant in Seattle.
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JAKE FEENER
Feener is a soccer player fromRock-
lin, California that played goalkeeper
for the Redhawks.
The first couple years were dif-
ficult for the team, but by his se-
nior season, the mens soccer team
made a great run winning the WAC
tournament, and competing in the
NCAA tournament.
“Winning the WAC regular season
and tournament, and then beating
Creighton in Nebraska will never be
forgotten,” Feener said. “I could never
trade away the experience of playing
in front of our fans and truly feel as
though we were doing something ex-
citing for the school.”
Now that his collegiate career
is over, Jake will continue his soc-
cer career professionally. He is cur-
rently with the Sounders Premier
Development Team and occasionally
trains with the Sounder MLS team.
Aside from soccer, Jake is graduating
from Seattle U as a film major and
is trying to find work with a studio
productions company.
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WHITNEY DEAN
Dean is a distance swimmer for Se-
attle U and hails from Campbell, Cali-
fornia. She chose Seattle U, not only
compete in collegiate swimming, but
also to study nursing.
Whitney started swimming when
she was five years old and .had a
tough transition switching from club
swimming to DI swimming. The
team also had a change in coach-
ing staff who converted Dean to
distance swimming.
“Ultimately, I loved doing distance,”
Dean said. “Going from the pool to
open water was really cool.”
Over the course of her college ca-
reer, Whitney bonded with her team
and made lifelong friends.
“One of my favorite memories was
when the team stayed over winter
break,” Dean said. “On the last day we
did relays and the seniors swept the
races and then the team sang Christ-
mas carols together.”
Now that her time swimming for
Seattle U has come to an end, Whit-
ney will look to get to get her feet wet
in the nursing profession, and may
continue to participate in open water
swimming and triathlons.
“I also really enjoy running,” Dean
said. “Doing charity runs will allow
me to volunteer, which I want to do
more now that swimming is done.”
NICOLE SCHLAEPPI • THE SPECTATOR
HANNAH MIDDLESTAEDT
Middlestaedt runs for the Seat-
tle U cross country team as well as
the indoor and outdoor track team.
She came to Seattle from Maple
Valley, Washington.
“When I was in high school I had a
former teammate who went here, so it
was on my radar,” Middlestaedt said.
“I came on avisit and I loved the team
and the coach. It was a good fit.”
Over the course of her collegiate
career, Middlestaedt had a great deal
of success. One of her biggest accom-
plishments came last year when she
won the outdoor steeplechase confer-
ence championship race.
This year, she battled with tendinitis
in her hip flexor and ended up finish-
ing third in the steeple chase.
Now that her college days are
behind her, Middlestaedt will be
pursuing a job that will prep her
for graduate school. She is an en-
vironmental science and marine
conservation major.
“I want to go into a career in the
long term that is ecologyresearch ori-
ented,” Middlestaedt said. “As for run-
ning, I am excited to focus on it with-
out the pressure of competition. It will
be nice to have a different focus and
do it for enjoyment and see if I want to
stay competitive.”
Harrisonmay be reached at
hbucher@su-spectator.com
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SEATTLE SPORTS NEWS BITES
Emily Hedberg and WillMcQuilkin
Sports Editor and Staff Writer
SEAHAWKS SUFFER
FROM A BROKEN HEART
The Seattle Seahawks said goodbye
to their sixth-round pick Garret Scott
last Friday upon discovering a heart
condition. On Thursday, Scott signed
a four-year contract with the reign-
ing Super Bowl champions—a fairly
reasonable contract considering his
35 starts out of 41 games at Marshall
University. However, a day later his
contract was waived due to a “non-
football illness” distinction. His rare
heart condition was said to keep him
from any participation on the field.
“After undergoing an extensive
physical with our medical staff last
week, Garrettsexamination revealed a
rare heart condition.. .We thinkhighly
of Garrett as a person and as a football
player. The team is committed to sup-
porting Garrett,” said general manager
John Schneider. The Seahawks backed
up their support claim by award-
ing Scott a signing bonus despite the
waiving. The team still has a solid set
of players from the draft to work with
as they head into the coming season.
MARCH MADNESS
COMES TO SEATTLE
It has been officially announced that,
after a decade without an appearance
from the event, March Madness will
come to Seattle for the 2015 NCAA
mens basketball tournament.
The second-and third-roundgames
will be held at the Universityof Wash-
ington—the previous home of the Se-
attle SuperSonics—on March 20 and
22 of next year after.
"Everybody in this country wants
these events, so when you have 50 cit-
ies bidding on these slots you can't just
put in a good bid, you can't just show
you can do a good job, you have to
show you can do a great job, you have
to be able to show the community is
really going to rally behind it,” said
Ralph Morton, executive director of
the Seattle Sports Commission.
NHL MEETS SEATTLE?
Victor Coleman, owner of several
plots of Seattle land, purchased $281
million worth of city blocks in the
Stadium District to become a po-
tential Seattle NHL owner. This
sum tops prospective NBA owner
Chris Hansens previous investment
in the area.
Coleman, NHL Deputy Commis-
sioner Bill Daly and NHL Commis-
sioner Gary Bettman traveled to Se-
attle earlier this month to meet with
Seattle Mayor Ed Murray. Murray
stated that the question that arose
at the meeting was with respect to
changing the Memorandum ofUnder-
standing for the Seattle Arena project,
but that city council would be hesitant
to do so.
Before any construction can begin,
the arena project must undergo en-
vironmental review, in addition to
the acquisition of an NBA team —as
there is currently a deal to bring the
NBA to Seattle prior to the NHL.
Until an agreement is reached, Se-
attleites will have to channel their
sporting energy into the good
old Mariners.
MORALES STILL AN OP-
TION FOR MARINERS
With first baseman/designated hitter
Corey Hart expected to be out of the
lineup until mid-June with a ham-
string injury, the Mariners are hunt-
ing for another power hitter to replace
him. The right man for the job may
be Kendrys Morales, who has been
flirting with the Mariners front office
since rejecting a $30 million dollar
contract during the past offseason.
Morales out-priced himself this
winter, leading him to go unsigned
through the first several weeks of reg-
ular season play, despite his obvious
talent. Ken Rosenthal of Fox Sports
has said thatMorales may wind up re-
signing with his old team. According
to Rosenthal, “The Mariners remain
an obvious fit for free-agent first base-
man/designated hitter Kendrys Mo-
rales — the team ranks next-to-last in
OPS at DH, and Corey Hart is expect-
ed to be out until mid-June with a left
hamstring strain.”
Such a trade would not only benefit
at the outdoor WAC championships
I was able to do thesame thing again
which was huge for me.
Q| Whtil are, your summer plan*'
plans for summer are to
‘continue working at Petentrix
and get married to my teammate
and co-captain of the track team.
Dylan.
Q, Wow! Congratulations! Have
'
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you bought your dress yet?
1 did! I bought my dress when
we did tlie WAC championship. But
he hasn’t seen it yet.
A, Outside of track andfield, what
■.What has been the greatest
'
are yourhobbies?
highlight ofthe season? Outside
of track, I do person-
A
.
The biggest highlight has been training. Not only is that a
the end ofthe season. A combi- i ob > ifs also a hobb7 of mine -
1 3150
nation of all ofthe bad meets turning
iove tbe outdoors and enjoying the
into a couple good meets. I was able northwest,
and reading,
to break my school record at UW and
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK:
CALI CULL: TRACK AND FIELD
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the Mariners, but could potentially
hurt their AL West rivals, the Texas
Rangers, given that the Rangers are
said to have interest in Morales after
losing the power hitting Prince Fielder
for the season.
The editor may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
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SHOOTING AWAKE-UP CALL HOUSING PROBLEMS
Last Fridays massacre in Santa Barbara, allegedly the work of22-year-old student
Elliot Rodger, was senseless and horrific. But what really alarmed me was how
Rodger’s rationalization for the murders felt so familiar.
I recognized his belief that “gentlemanliness” entitled him to sexual and
romantic attention—becauseI see a subtler version ofit all the time. From being
called a bitchfor not reciprocating romantic interest, to being askedto smile when
I walk down the street, I’ve long felt expected to show affection and warmth on
command. Rodger’s self-perceived ownership ofwomen’sbodies is nothing new.
Many other women have taken to the web to write about the literally deadly
impact of misogyny. One was Washington Post criticAnn Hornaday, who called
out frat pack flicks for furthering the “guy has lots of sex and gets the girl” wish
fulfillment narrative that seems to have influenced Rodger’s alleged act.
Judd Apatow and Seth Rogen took to Twitter to denounce Hornadays article,
calling it “horribly insulting and misinformed.”
Apatow and Rogen distanced themselves from their complicity in the patriarchy
rather than engaging in a dialogue about how many men can, in fact, do better.
In the wake of this tragedy, I hoped to see men sharing articles that call out
Rodger’s misogynyand having meaningful discussions about what can be done to
make the world safer for everyone—but I ended up hearing a whole lot ofsilence.
So step up, men. (Kudos to those who already have.) Have tough conversations.
Call each other out. Let this scare you like it scares us. It’s not easy to admit your
privilege, I get that. But it’s also not easy wondering whether someone with an
entidement complex and a gun is going to off me because he feels spurned.
The Spectator editorial board consists ofKellie Cox, Caroline Ferguson, Dallas Goschie, Colleen Fontana, GraceStetson, Collin Overbay, Emily Fledberg, Kateri Town and Bianca Sewake. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of
the authors and not necessarily those ofThe Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views ofSeattle University.
- Caroline Ferguson, Copy Chiefand Managing Editor
HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT LYFT/UBER DRIVER SERVICES?
“I’ve never used Lyft or Uberbut I would
use their services. WhenI first heardabout
themI thought it was kind of sketchy since





' ; ; .
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“I’ve never used Lyft or Uber, but I think
they’re a really cool idea. I think people
would use it more than yellowcab taxis
and they seem safer.”
AmandaWestby, Junior
OPINION
Recently, Housing and Residence Life sent out a survey to the Seattle U student
population concerning housing options andpricing. The surveyasked the student
to pick from a list of housing options that they would be interestedin, and then
led to a question over pricing per quarter for said options.
From my survey, the majority ofthe housing options were either (a) incredibly
rare and expensive on campus or (b) nonexistent at the moment. The fact that
the survey then led to pricing that was incredibly exorbitant, even by Seattle U
standards, only made me more discouraged with our university’s housing.
I lived on campus for my freshmanand sophomore years, and had mostly bad
experiences bothtimes. I completely understandthat Housing is a very busy office
on campus, and are doing theirbest to make sure students are accommodated
to the best of their abilities. However, sending out a survey like this, showing
housing options that most likelywon’t be available until after we’ve all graduated
and pricing that only slaps students with further debt, is ridiculous.
Living in this area is difficult enough without having to deal with on-campus
housing prices. Sure, there is a lot of construction in the area and new apartment
buildings opening up, but rent is also on the rise for the consumerism that the
area has more recently attracted.
Instead offocusing on giving students these invisible options, perhaps Housing
can focus on making sure every studenthas abed upon move-in. I don’t condone
the fact that Housing often leaves many rooms empty while filling up efficiency
triples like there’s no tomorrow, and I think that they need to make sure that
students are getting a good living experience. Maybe we should start utilizing
our existing housing options as opposed to ripping off students.
- Grace Stetson, Arts and EntertainmentEditor
“I’ve taken Uber a couple of times and I
guess it’s a good service. I think it’s cool
that it’s available to people.”
Maya Phillips, Sophomore
“I’ve used their service a few times. I think
Uber and Lyft are quicker to respond and
if you have a smartphone it’s definitely
easier.”
John Zimmerman, Senior
KATERI TOWN & AVA LARSEN • THE SPECTATOR
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QSo like
what group ofpeople should I live offcampus with next
• year? It’s hard to predict which one would be the better match.
A Ah, “tis the housing season! Things to consider: Do you want• to live in a partyhouse? Akickback house? Neither? Will you
• like the people your prospective roommates will have over at
your place? Do you have similar schedules as far as waking up and go-
ing to bed? No? Thenwill everybody involved be considerate and vigilant
and make tiptoeing around and doing things in the dark a priority? Try
to be on the same clean-standard caliber as the people you’re living with,
because that’s a quick and easy way for resentment to build. Select people
who you are able to compromise and communicate easily with, especially
ifyou don’t live similarly. Sometimes living with your best friends can be
treacherous territory and turn into a bummer and sometimes it can be a
righteous time. I don’tknow your friends, but reflect on that too.
Q
Sometimes Ifeel like I really wasn’t cut out to be a student. It
• seems like everyone comes to college without afull understand-
• ing ofwhat’s going on academically, and it takes them a while to
find theirground, but they eventuallyfind itafter afew months
oftrial and error. Ifeel like I'm still lacking my ground and the motivationfor
school that all ofmyfriends andpeers seem to live for, and I’ve been waiting
for that to click for me but it just isn’t. The problem is, I really want it to.
A
I think that a lot ofpeople act like they have it all together,
• are tuned into everything that is going on, and can effortlessly
• manage their time while simultaneously tending to a million
extracurriculars and graduating with honors - but maybe it’s
kind of like how everybody looks happier on Facebook. Try making some
changes to make yourselfreceptive to your academics. Ifacademics don’t
come naturally to you, you may have to work harder. But das life, homie.
Read the syllabus at the start of each term; take twenty minutes to review
the material at the end of the class day everyafternoon. Try to check in
with your profs throughout the term and not justbefore exams - this will
also show that you have interest in improving and are down with delayed
gratification. Getting to know your professors is motivational: it builds a
positive rapport, makes the stakes higher for you, and could result with a
higher likelihood that they’ll understand about any potential extraneous
circumstance. It’s not too late topull it together, work hard, and take initia-
tive. You will never regret hard work and it’s about to be so worth itbb!
Goodnight,
Emily
Visit www.seattlespectator.com/category/opmion/ or guidance-counselor.
tumblr.com to submit a question.
THE GUIDANCE
COUNSELOR
Emily is not a licensed guidance counselor,
hut neither was Ann Landers.
by Emily August
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Starting in the summer of 2014 Computer Science & Software Engineering
at Seattle University will offer a “Career Change Path to Master s Degree”
This program will be in three parts:
1. Beginning Programming Boot-Camp
2. Fundamentals ofProgramming Graduate Certificate
3. Master of Science in Computer Science Program
Admission Requirements: An Undergraduate Degree
Start here if no programming experience
Block 1: June 23 to July 19
Block 2: July 21 toAugust 16
Block 3: August 18 to September
15
Programming Boot Camp
A twelve (12) week intensive sum-
mer program. Courses in three
blocks of four weeks, 3:30 to 5:05
pm Monday, Tuesdays, Wednes-
days and Thursdays
Start here with programming experience
• Fundamentals ofProgramming Certificate
Graduate Certificate 18 Credits
CPSC 5010: Software Design & Engineering
CPSC 5020: Computing Systems Principles
CPSC 5030: Fundamentals of Algorithms and Analysis
One course per quarter, evenings, two nights a week
Master of Science in Computer Science
• Satisfactory completion of Certificate, no GRE required
Late afternoon and evening classes
Takes as little as 18 months
Information: Department of Computer Science & Software Engineering:
www.seatdeu.edu/computerscience 206-296-5510
